TERRORISM FOR EMERGENCY RESPONDERS
ONLINE COURSE: 1/12/2020–4/25/2020

Welcome: Lawrence T. Bennett, Esq., 513-470-2744: lawrence.bennett@uc.edu WATCH VIDEOS
BY SUBJECT MATTER EXPERTS / STUDENTS POST VIDEO REPLY / SME
COMMENTS

Module I – 9/11: Lessons Learned
• Fire Chief (ret) Kevin McGee, Prince William County, VA (Chair – IAFC Terrorism Comm.) – IN COMMAND: 9/11 PLANE INTO PENTAGON: VIDEO OF CHIEF MCGHEE’S EXPERT VIDEO
• Assistant Fire Chief John Donnelly, D.C. Fire & EMS (IAFC Terrorism Committee)– IN COMMAND: NAVY YARD ACTIVE SHOOTER
• Fire Chief Steve Heitman, Mercer Island FD, WA (IAFC Terrorism Committee)– MULTI-COUNTY POLICE & FIRE RESPONSE PLAN
• Ken LaSala, VA (IAFC, Dir. Gov’t Relations and Policy): LEGISLATION - DEPARTMENT OF HOMELAND SECURITY

Module II – Mass Casualty Events
• Fire Chief (ret.) Otto Drozd, Orange County FD, FL (Immediate Past President, IAFC Metro Chiefs) – PULSE NIGHTCLUB / NFPA 3000
• Operations Chief Chris Case, Chatham-Kent FD, Chatham, Ontario, Canada (IAFC) – CBRNE
• Kathy Platoni, Psy.D. (U.S. Army Colonel; ret.) – FT. HOOD SHOOTINGS / MENTAL HEALTH

Module III – Active Shooter Events, Including School Shootings
• Sgt. Jun Chu – ACTIVE SCHOOL SHOOTERS
• Fire Chief Steve Kelly – UNIFIED COMMAND
• Mark Johnston – TACTICAL CASUALTY CARE

Module IV – Critical Infrastructure Protection
• Capt. Ted Sampson – CINCINNATI FUSION CENTER / PROTECTION SERVICES
• Doug Witsken – LOCAL EMERGENCY PLANNING COMMITTEE / CHEMICAL COMPANIES

Module V – Cybersecurity
• Andrew Knapp – HAMILTON COUNTY 911 DISPATCH / PROTECTION FROM CYBER
• Eric Reiner – DEERFIELD TOWNSHIP / PROTECTION FROM RANSOMWARE

Module VI – Response to CBRNE Incident
• Fire Chief BJ Jetter, PhD – GREATER CINCINNATI HAZMAT Team
• Brian Canteel (retired U.S. Army Colonel) – DOD / NATIONAL GUARD
Module VII – Sharing Intelligence / Planning: Fusion Centers, FBI, Local Law Enforcement

- Lt. Steve Schueler – DRONES – LAW ENFORCEMENT TOOL AT LARGE GATHERINGS
- Prof. Kelly Cohen, PhD – DRONES - HIGH TECHNOLOGY FOR PROTECTION MASS GATHERING

HOMEWORK SCHEDULE (1/12/2020 – 4/25/2020)

Wed / Sat. homework: Textbook memo; Current Events memo; Student video.

BELOW DATES: Students post video (3-5 minutes) after watching Subject Matter Expert (SME) video - discuss relevancy to their fire department or community. Within 24 hours, students then post written replies to two fellow students’ videos. Comments back by SME are very much appreciated.
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